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ABSTRACT. The mixed-mode OpenMP and MPI programming structure 

in parallel programming have significant impact on multi-core clusters in 

terms of performance. Hybrid programming came to new step in parallel 

programming whereas the new architecture has been manifestation of multi-

core cluster. This model of programming which is new leads this idea to the 

next level of research of shared memory on concepts and MP. The goal of 

this research is to analyzing pure MPI and hybrid code how will behave on 

two separated multi-core cluster architecture in use of parallel application 

matrix multiplication. Hybrid codes compelled to solve the lack of perfor-

mance compare to the pure MPI in less amount of cores in overhead from 

shared memory. Although, hybrid codes efficiencies pure MPI at bigger 

amount of processors because of decreasing in communication overhead 

that leads to lower processing time. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Newly, novel trends on the way to parallel architectures have offered improved response 

time and performance in the case of parallel computation applications. Multi-core clusters 

demonstrated obvious changes in hardware architectures during HPC generations. Symmetric 

multi-processors (SMP shared memory systems) or single core nodes are the examples of this 

change. Multi-core clusters make this feasible to mix two features of parallel programming 

languages; message passing in shared memory and multi-cores using shared memory. 

 Memory latency; that is the time elapsed from point a piece of data is  required until data 

become available, and memory bandwidth; that is the speed which data are sent from memory 

to processors are two main factors which effects on memory. The most general programming 

model, which uses message passing, is MPI. MPI programs run on shared memory nodes 

easily through running one or numerous MPI processes per node. MPI is a message transient 

interface. It can apply on programs using message passing. Programmers can use MPI to pro-

gress programs, which is using message passing (distributed memory). Furthermore, the pro-

gramming by C or FORTRAN is possible.  

Open MP, is defined as a standard in shared memory in terms of work sharing between 

threads. Start of Open MP is for parallelism and work sharing. This is more inaccessible and 
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movable for developers. It follows Fork-Join strategy. Open MP is programmed in C/C++ or 

FORTRAN programming languages. Using of a combination of MPI and Open MP are ac-

cepted method on multi-core clusters.  

A comparison by Capella and Estimable on hybrid MPI/Open MP of NAS benchmarks 

with Pure MPI showed that the performance test result depends on numerous factors like as 

memory access patterns and hardware specification. Another research by Smith and Bull 

demonstrated that certain conditions the hybrid can attain better performance than pure MPI 

codes; however, it is not well matched for all applications. Built-in Open MP with further 

loop level and multi-threaded organization have achieved good performance on distributed 

computers with shared memory nodes and  thousands of CPUs.  

The condition of memory, has a direct influence on the performance of multi-core clusters 

architectures which is based on shared memory. In certain conditions hybrid code outclasses 

pure MPI in relations of less memory intake but outweigh by software difficulty and less 

know-how. MPI standard proposed functional ways for mapping procedures to processing 

cores. JDL file and SH, files are two required files for running MPI. The JDL file identifies 

amount of cores and make output file and error file. Name of SH file and source code Save 

from JDL file. In addition, JDL file describe, as cluster code has to run.  

The benefits of manual mapping are mentioned as below: No source code modification; no 

mapping process while performance time and enhance functionality for compatibility. How-

ever, the files cannot adapt dynamically and it takes as a disadvantage because it passes fac-

tors upon execution. A function can avoid threads to be spreaded between processors and a 

specific number of dispensation cores will allocate to threads. The differences of two map-

ping files are observed while adding SMPGRANULARITY, which has the same number of 

processing cores. The aim of this paper is to design a hybrid open MP / MPI algorithm, also 

determine the performance of hybrid and pure MPI, and compare with each other in runtime 

perspective. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

INSPEM is one of the parallel systems of Universiti Putra Malaysia used for performance 

analysis of case study. It has 8 computing blades that connected by a GB Ethernet with speed 

of 1 GB/Per Sec. Each blade has two 6-core Intel Xeon E5-2620 with clock speed 2.0 GHz 

and 48 GB memory. The system software is Scientific Linux 6.2, with version OpenMPI 1.6 

and OpenMP gcc-4.4 for compilation of OpenMP and MPI. 

Another HPC in faculty of Mathematic (Math HPC) included three nodes, which are con-

nected by a Gigabit Ethernet. The specifics are: eight six-core AMD Opteron processor 8435 

with clock speed of 800 MHz for each node, 64 GB RAM, and Centos 5.3 as system software.  

The MPI and hybrid Open MP/MPI codes were applied by two different multi-core clus-

ters with different architectures. All code ran three times on changed range of cores and the 

fastest process time considered for judgment. The parallel calculation is matrix multiplication. 

The size of computation is 1000 squares. In order to record threads and processes to proces-

sors, some old operating systems make it practicable to perform it manually for scheduling 

techniques. 

Manual mapping will help programmers run applications without adjusting codes. Manual 

mapping can be applied according to architecture of multi-core clusters to reach better per-

formance. The essential of manual mapping is due to amalgamation of shared memory and 

message passing in hybrid algorithm. MPI standard offers functional techniques for mapping 

processes to processing cores. Running MPI task needs 2 files; JDL file and SH file. The JDL 
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file identify number of cores and also make output file and error file. Name of SH file and 

source code bring back from JDL file. In inclusion JDL file define which cluster code need to 

be run. These two files should pass parameters upon implementation. The pros of manual 

mapping are: no source code modification; no mapping process while implementation time 

and add functionality for compatibility. However, the files cannot modify dynamically and 

that take as a cons because it passes parameters upon execution. The sample of SH file for 

process are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1. Sample SH file. 

 

Figure 2. Sample JDL File. 

For the shared memory processes is different from process mapping and it is not possible 

to assign it to a specific processing core. We can find a function that can be avoided the 

threads to be extended among processors and exact amount of processing cores will assign to 

threads. This thread has two fines: JDL files and SH files but the distinctions observed while 

adding SMPGRANULARITY which has to be same as number of processing cores. As well 

as, must define amount of threads in SH file that must be same as number of cores, means 

each core has its own thread. 

 Since hybrid OpenMP/MPI applications have a two-level hierarchy (processes and 

threads), invocation of hybrid programs follows a slightly different approach as compared to 

invoking pure-MPI programs. To understand this, consider the architecture of today’s clus-

ters. These clusters are built using multiple nodes (or computers) connected to each other 

using a high speed network such a Gigabit Ethernet, Myrinet or InfiniBand. Inside each node 

is a hierarchy of sockets and cores.  

For instance, INSPEM each node has 12 cores in which included with two sockets, each 

socket has 6 cores. Considering the typical design of clusters as mentioned above, the best 
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way to run hybrid MPI/OpenMP programs would be to have 1 MPI task per node and an 

equal number of OpenMP threads per task as the number of cores per node. The hybrid and 

MPI OpenMP/MPI codes has been applied in 2 different multi-core clusters with different 

architecture as we discussed lately. All of the codes has been run three times on different span 

if cores and the fastest process time allocated for comparison. 

 The research for parallel computation is matrix multiplication and the computation sizes 

are 1000/2000 Sq. In order to run and test of MPI performance, amount of processes defined 

as number of cores. To run hybrid code, this work exert one MPI processor core that works as 

a master to spawn threads between cores and finally all data will synchronize toward MPI 

tasks. The OMP_NUM_THREADS environment variable used to spawn threads in the node 

which given number of cores defined as (MPI processes) * (OpenMP threads) per node. To 

measure process time in MPI and hybrid code, MPI_Wtime() used as a method to measure 

wall time process. As Figure 3 shows, matrix multiplication ran in two different methods on 

multi-core clusters are described below: 

 Pure MPI- One MPI process ran on each core in the node without OpenMP 

threads 

 Hybrid Open MP/MPI- One MPI process started on each node and other cores 

covered by Open MP threads. 

 

Figure 3. MPI and Hybrid Open MP/MPI. 

Hybrid Open MP/MPI algorithm has three main parts which twisted together in order to 

deliver high performance and lowest process time. MPI structured main body that starts 

communications and finalize processes at end, parallelism inner part of MPI with process 

rank zero. 

The algorithm structured as three parts which first part broadcast data to processes, broad-

cast will optimize looping and rolling between ranks, collective communications is faster and 

efficient, also apply optimization over range of messages size, common sizes and specific 

rank layout. After broadcast, MPI_Isend method sends interval of data to workers in order to 

get processed. At final all calculated date receive from worker by MPI_Irecv. 

Second part has structured to parallel calculation by Open MP that #pragma omp parallel 

used as main region of parallelism and main parallel region has two parts which first one par-

allel interval by #pragma omp for schedule, this method has two parameters which are static 

and chunk. Static parameter do block iteration which defined by chunk size 10 to each thread. 

In order to parallel calculation of remainder data used #pragma omp for schedule as well.  
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Third part has to organize calculation and processes of data when root rank is something 

different of zero so all processes passed to rest MPI process on other nodes, this part is com-

plete version of first and second parts in which third part parallelism happen by #pragma omp 

parallel for workers processes. 

RESULTS 

As results of analysis that we get from performing of hybrid codes tested by two principal 

parameters; the problem with size and the number of cores that we have used. At lower 

amount of processors, pure MPI in some cases captured more efficient performance than hy-

brid, but when it goes to bigger amount of processors hybrid outperformed pure MPI.  

The architecture of multi-core clusters has been made an important role that affect the per-

formance of Pure MPI and hybrid OpenMp/MPI. Pure MPI faced with overhead communica-

tion between nodes mostly on INSPEM multi-core cluster because of architecture. There are 8 

nodes in INSPEM with bigger amount of communications occurred during processes, other-

wise when MPI is running on Math HPC, it did not face with communications overhead be-

cause it only has three nodes.  

Hybrid OpenMP/MPI has been solved the problem on INSPEM also on Math HPC, in the 

step of process time of parallel application matrix multiplication. after while comparison of 

table 1 in pure MPI performance on INSPEM and Math HPC, it can be resulted that math 

HPC performance is better while increasing number of cores also with lower CPUs clock 

speed because, when amount of processors increase on INSPEM the processes need to com-

municate between nodes. But then Math HPC nodes with 48 cores and less amount of nodes 

did not deal with communications overhead and process time decreased drastically.  

The runtime process for INSPEM measured till 96 cores and for Math HPC till 144 cores.  

According to table 2, after exerting hybrid code on Math HPC and INSPEM, hybrid code 

performs better than pure MPI code in terms of communication which decreased number of 

communication times that result in better process time and performance. 

 

Table 1. Pure MPI Runtime of INSPEM and Math HPC. 

Core Pure MPI (INSPEM) Pure MPI (Math HPC) 

1 7.455 22.685 

2 5.075 12.478 

4 3.852 7.311 

8 3.067 5.723 

12 2.698 3.788 

16 2.456 3.214 

24 2.533 3.442 

32 4.231 2.884 

48 3.114 3.533 

64 4.856 3.423 

96 5.983 3.495 

144 -- 3.678 
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The result of process time that we get from pure MPI on Math HPC, which is more stable 

and predictable than INSPEM, largely and decreasing in process time and at the same time 

shown in Figure 4 increasing the amount of cores after reaching to cores 48. Pure MPI graph 

of Math HPC shows slightly increment that is owing to pass messages from node 1 to 2. The 

processes time from core 48 until 144 is still stable only with a little millisecond changes. In 

opposite, INSPEM process time from core 1 until core 12 show us better stability because all 

of the message passing are in 1 node. When it is reaching to core 16, the graph increasing 

slightly that shows nature of communications in 1
st
 and 2

nd
 nodes. On core 24 processing time 

reduces a little which is happen on core 48. Core 32 in incrementing similar to core 16 but the 

processing time increasing with stability because message passing need to be done between 8 

nodes. 

Table 2. Pure MPI and Hybrid Runtime of INSPEM. 

Core Hybrid (INSPEM) Pure MPI (INSPEM) 

12 2.987 2.964 

24 2.468 2.533 

48 2.586 3.611 

96 3.524 5.728 

 

Table 3. Pure MPI and Hybrid Runtime of Math HPC. 

Core Hybrid (INSPEM) Pure MPI (INSPEM) 

24 3.655 3.389 

48 3.035 3.225 

96 3.085 3.945 

144 2.598 3.876 
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Figure 4. Runtime Pure MPI of INSPEM and Math HPC. 

Math HPC memory's node and INSPEM memory's node is different from memory of each 

node on INSPEM, INSPEM memory is 48 GB but in MATH HPC is 64 GB. It will effects of 

processing time in bigger amount of cores. The process time from 48 until 96 cores are more 

stable and less than INSPEM. It shows remarkable increase because the memory in each node 

is lower. When memory of node is in higher stage, MPI task in bigger amount of cores takes 

more processing data and process perform is more stable. In Figure 5, as we can see that the 

speedup on INSPEM and Math HPC. Pure MPI speedup was computed up to 48 cores on both 

INSPEM and Math HPC. 

 

Figure 5. Speedup pure MPI on Both System. 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show runtime for Table 2 and Table 3 respectively, that hybrid code 

outperforms pure MPI at higher number of cores on both multi-core clusters. 
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Figure 6. Runtime Pure MPI and Hybrid of Math HPC. 

 

 

Figure 7. Runtime Pure MPI and Hybrid of INSPEM. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Pure MPI and hybrid's performance, depends on few factors which are multi-core cluster 

architecture, system interconnect and number of cores. OpenMP allocated for MPI to design 

hybrid codes in matrix multiplication, it has been run in 2 multi-core clusters with separated 

architectures. The analysis of the performance shows that pure MPI outcome hybrid 

OpenMP/MPI on both multi-core clusters on lower number of core. The hybrid has been 

showed the lack of performance on both systems due to overhead happened in shared memory 

by OpenMP but in bigger amount of cores performed better than pure MPI because of de-

creasing of communication. Memory of node has affected the stability and process time mere-

ly in bigger number of cores that higher amount of data has to be processed. 
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System interconnected will impact on pure MPI performance directly. Using faster Infini-

Band interconnect makes pure MPI better in performing than hybrid because communications 

process is faster and become competitive with hybrid codes. On both systems run hybrid and 

pure MPI, it has same system interconnect. Higher amount of nodes on INSPEM cause lack 

of performance in compare with HPC on higher amount of cores even with bigger clock speed 

CPU. Math HPC has 3 nodes and that will lead MPI toward less communication on higher 

amount of cores. 
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